UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
March 24, 2004
3:30 p.m. CN 207

MINUTES


Excused: Shauna Mendini

Rod presented information items that consisted of the State-wide Articulation committee meetings which will address H.B. 320. This legislation deals with remedial courses with course numbering less than 1000 level, and uniformity of general education course numbering throughout the Utah higher educational system. After discussion it was decided that the UCC discuss these issues with their department faculty and submit responses to Rod relative to how the UCC should handle the curriculum changes as they are approved at the State level.

Artis Grady presented curriculum proposals for the Applied Science and Technology. Consent changes for AGSC 3020, AUTO 1500, AUTO 1501, AUTO 1510, AUTO 1511, AUTO 1520, AUTO 1521, AUTO 1520, AUTO 1531, AUTO 1540, AUTO 1541, AUTO 2510, AUTO 2511, AUTO 2520, AUTO 2521, AUTO 2540, AUTO 2541, AUTO 2560, AQUUTO 2561, AUTO 2570, AUTO 2571, AUTO 2580, AUTO 2581. All courses were consent changes with additions in labs for automotive. Motion to approve by Artis Grady; seconded by Richard Tebbs. There was no discussion and the vote passed unanimously.

Richard Tebbs presented course for consent change in Science; seconded by Kirk Fitzpatrick. Curriculum presented for course sequencing were, PHSC 2210, PHSC 2220, PSCH 2230, PHSC 2240, PHSC 2250, and PHSC 2260. There was no discussion and the vote passed unanimously.

Richard presented CS 2000, new course with GE interdisciplinary. This course was submitted to the GE subcommittee for their consideration. They will report back to UCC after their review of the course.

Next meeting will be held on April 6th at 3:00 p.m. in the Bryce Canyon Room, Sharwan Smith Center.

Meeting adjourned at 4:45 p.m.
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